
FAKE GOLD & SILVER INC. constructs 
enough of a façade to look legitimate; 
distributes the rest of the cash to insiders,
including the bankers, in Cayman Island 
accounts; company receives USAID funds
“for development;” within 12 months, 
announces that the ore assay was 
inaccurate and little ore exists (Note: It is 
not illegal to be mistaken or wrong about a 
FUTURES prediction—this is why seeking 
“apologies” from these demons is pointless)

New Company B:
LONDON SHELL #1, created with 
no-name directors to finance FAKE 
GOLD & SILVER INC.
1. Seeks loans collateralized by 

geologist’s assessment of the 
potential ore value

2. FAKE GOLD & SILVER INC. 
leases the prospective gold & 
silver to LONDON SHELL #1

3. LONDON SHELL #1 receives 
the cash and invests in FAKE 
GOLD & SILVER INC.

New Company A:
FAKE GOLD & SILVER INC., 
a fake gold and silver mine in 
a remote, inaccessible place, 
created with:
1. Star-studded directors, 

includes a British peer
2. The “right” (wink, wink) 

auditors,  lawyers, 
bankers, and 
underwriters selected

3. Corrupt geologists write 
stellar ore assays

4. Initial stock offering 
prospectus created

LONDON SHELL #1 writes off its “loan” and 
ceases operations (without ever filing a 
financial report showing the loan) with 
Companies House (UK) (the originating bank 
does not care because their principals were 
getting “fees” under the table during the year)

FAKE GOLD & SILVER INC. commits in
its Reuters propaganda to “soldier on,” 
then is shipped small amounts of gold 
and silver to launder and/or stolen 
inventions to keep up appearances; a 
new LONDON SHELL #N is created and 
the demonic scheme is repeated ad 
nauseum through the centuries

THE COMPANY STORY OF “FAKE GOLD & SILVER INC.”
The FUTURES FIDDLE that has kept The City of London, Wall Street, and Beacon Street grifting for generations

Lord Michael Stahel Farmer, Pilgrims Society baron and principal, has facilitated this 
globalist banking, debt, and finance grift for the British monarch for 50 years
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